
EXTENSIONS OF THE JORDAN-BROUWER SEPARATION
THEOREM AND ITS CONVERSE

PAUL A. WHITE

In Wilder's colloquium [2] a Jordan-Brouwer type separation

theorem is proved for generalized manifolds (see Definition 2). It

states that if K is a connected orientable (n — l)-gcm (generalized

closed manifold) in a connected orientable «-gem S such that

pn~1(S)=0 (the (n— 1)-Betti number), then S — K is the union of

disjoint domains A and B that have K as their common boundary.

It is shown in this paper that under the conditions of the above

theorem, the sets A=A VJK and B = B\JK are each generalized mani-

folds with boundary K (see Definition 2). Furthermore if we are

interested in proving only that A and B are manifolds with boundary,

this can be done without the hypothesis pn~1(S)=0 and without

assuming K is connected or orientable. The result then becomes the

following: If S — K = A\JB separate, where K is an (n — l)-gcm in

the connected orientable w-gem S, then A and B are generalized

manifolds with boundaries consisting of some of the components of

K. More generally it can be said that the closure of each component

of 5 — K is a gm with boundary formed by some of the components

of K (if S—K is disconnected).

Wilder also considers converses of the Jordan-Brouwer theorem

and other related theorems which are all concerned with the case

where the boundary of a ulcr (uniformly locally-i-connected s^r)

open subset of a connected orientable »-gem is a connected orientable

(n — l)-gcm. We answer the more general question as to when the

closure of such a set is a gm with boundary. As before the hypothesis

p"~1(S) =0 can be eliminated if connectedness is not required in the

conclusion. Thus we show among other things that the closure of

an open ulcn_1 subset of a connected orientable »-gem whose boundary

is (» —l)-dimensional is an w-gm with boundary. In order to elim-

inate the assumption pn~1(S) =0 it is necessary to prove an extension

of the Alexander type duality theorem which does not include that

hypothesis. The extended result states that if K is a closed subset of

the connected orientable »-gem 5 such that S — K has m components

(m may be infinite), then m-\ ^pn~l(K) ú(m-\)+pn-l(S).

Throughout the paper we shall assume that the space 5 is a com-

pact Hausdorff space. The homology theory used will be that of
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Cech in which the coefficient group for the chains will be an arbitrary

field which we shall omit from the notation for a chain. We shall use

"VJ" for point set union or sum, and T\" for intersection, reserving

+ and — for the group operations.

Definition 1. If K is a closed subset of the closed subset M of S,

then we shall say that the local r-dimensional Betti number of M at x

mod K (denoted by pr(M mod K, x)) is the finite integer k if k is the

smallest positive integer with the property that corresponding to

any open set P such that xEP there exists an open set Q such that

xEQEEP (i.e., QEP) and such that any k+1 Cech cycles of
M mod (M-(P-K)) = (M-P)\JK are linearly dependent with

respect to homologies on M mod M—(Q—K) = (M—Q)\JK. (Note

that if K = 0 then this definition is equivalent to the definition of

pr(M, x), the local Betti number of M at *. Also this is equivalent

to Wilder's definition on p. 291 of [2] of the Betti number around a

point.)

Definition 2. The compact space M will be called an n-dimensional

generalized manifold (»-gm) with boundary if there exists a closed sub-

set K of M such that

(a) M=KVJA where A is open and K = A— A,

(b) dim Af=» (in the sense of Lebesgue, see p. 195 of [2]),

(c) pr(M mod K, x)=0 for all xEM, r^n-1,

(d) pn(M mod K,x)=l for all xEM,

(e) p,(M, x)=0 for all xEK, ra*.
(Note that this definition reduces to Wilder's definition of an w-

dimensional generalized closed manifold («-gem) when K = 0 (see p.

244 of [2]).)

Definition 3. An »-gm M with boundary K is called orientable if

M is the carrier of a cycle z" mod K such that1 zn~„rn mod K on M

where T" is a cycle mod K on a proper closed subset of M. (If K = 0,

this becomes the definition of an orientable w-gem.)

Lemma 1. If S is a connected orientable n-gem and K is a closed subset

of S such that S — K=A\JB separate, and K is the common boundary

of A and B, then pn(A\JK, x) =pn(BKJK, x)=0for every xEK.

Proof. Suppose xEK and xEU, an open subset of S. Let M

=A\JK and N=B\JK. Since 5 is »-dimensional, there is a cofinal

family of «-dimensional coverings of S, and we shall suppose that all

Cech cycles and chains have coordinates only on these coverings. Let

zn be such a Cech cycle on M mod M— UES— U, and suppose that

no open set V exists, xEVEEU such that zn~0 mod S— V. This

~» means not -~.
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implies that there is one such Fand an element f 9*0 of the coefficient

group, such that zn~/yn mod S—V where yn is the fundamental

nonbounding «-cycle of S. Choose y E Vf\B and let W be an open

set such that y E WE C VC\B ; hence W(~\ M=0. Now zn is on S - W;

therefore 7"~(l//)zn~0 mod 5— W which is impossible by Lemma

3.6 on p. 214 of [2], Thus z"~0 mod S— V for some V, hence = 0

on V since only «-dimensional coverings are considered, hence

~0 mod M- V, and pn(M, x)=0.

Lemma 2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 1, K carries an (« —1)-

cycle yn_1 that is not ~ to a cycle on any proper closed subset of K, and

7»-i~0 on A\JK and B\JK.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1, let M=A\JK and N=B\JK,

and suppose all Cech cycles to have coordinates only on an «-dimen-

sional cofinal family of coverings. Let yn be the fundamental non-

bounding cycle of S, then y" is a cycle mod 5 — A ; hence by Lemma

1.16 on p. 204 of [2] there exists a cycle zn on M mod K such that

z"~-yn mod S—A on 5. By Lemma 1.1 on p. 200 of [2], y"-1

= {dz"(U)} is an (« —l)-cycle on K. Suppose 7"-1~71_1 where

7Ï-1 is a cycle on a proper closed subset 2m of K. Thus azB~0 mod

K\, and by Lemma 1.7 on p. 202 of [2], there exists a cycle z" mod 2m

on M such that zn~zt mod K on M. Choose yEK—Ki and U an

open set such that y EU, UP\Ki = 0. Since, by Lemma 1, pn(M, y)

= 0, there exists an open set V,yE VE C U, such that every cycle on

M mod M— U is ~0 mod M— V. In particular z" is a cycle mod

KiCM-U; hence ~0 mod M-V. Choose zE(V-K)C\A and an

open set W, zEWEEVC\A; hence W(~\K = 0. Since only «-dimen-

sional coverings are considered, we conclude that yn = z" in A, z" = z"

in A, z" = 0 in V; hence 7n = 0 on W. This implies 7n~0 mod S—W

(with respect to all coverings) which contradicts Lemma 3.6 on p.

214 of (2). This shows that 7n_1 is not ~ to any cycle on a proper

closed subset of K. Furthermore the method of proof shows that

y-i^O on M (and similarly on N).

Theorem 1. Let S be a perfectly normal, connected, orientable n-gcm

and K an (n-l)-gcmES, such that S — K = AVJB separate, and such

that K is the common boundary of A and B ; then K is orientable and

M=K\JA andN = K\JB are each orientable n-gm's with boundary K.

Proof. The orientability of K follows from Lemma 2.

It follows from Lemma 1 that pr(M, x)=0 for all xEK, when r = «.

We shall now prove that the result holds for r = 0, •••,« — 2. To

this end we note that the proof of the remark on p. 295 of [2] shows
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that A and B are each r-ulc, r = 0, 1, • ■ • , « — 1. By Theorem 2.12

on p. 294 of [2], this implies that A and B are r-coulc, r = l, • • • ,

«-1. By Corollary 2.10 on p. 294 of [2], we have pr(S-B, x)

=pr(M, x)=0, r = 0, • • • , «-2 íot all xEM.

Finally we show that pn~i(M, x)=0 for all xEK. By Theorem 10

of (1) each of the finite number of components of K is a connected

orientable (« —l)-gcm. Consider xEK and let K' be the component

of KZ)x. Choose an open set U, xEU, such that Ui\(K—K')=0,

and a cycle z"_1 mod M— U on M. Since A is (» —l)-coulc, we have

by Theorem 2.8 on p. 293 of [2] that pn-i(M mod K, x)=0. It fol-

lows that we can find aV,xE VE C U, such that zn~x~0 mod (M— V)

VJK on M. By Lemma 1.9 on p. 202 of [2] there is a cycle z"_1 mod M

- Uon (M— V)VJK such that z"-1~zj~1 mod M- U. By Lemma 1.16

on p. 204 of [2] there exists a cycle z"-1 mod F(V)(the boundary of

V) on [(M- V)UK] - (M- V) = VC\K such that z\~x~z""1 mod M

— V on (M— V)UK. Since pn^x(K, x) = 1, an open set W exists such

that xEWEEV and such that only one cycle mod K—V exists

that is linearly independent with respect to homologies mod K—W

(the set V used above may be chosen since any open set inside the

original F would have done as well in that discussion). By Lemma 3.6

p. 214 of [2], the fundamental nonbounding (» —l)-cycle, y""1, of

K' is not ~0 mod K—W; therefore z"_1~/7Ï-1 mod K — W where/ is

an element of the coefficient field (possibly 0). Of course 7B-1~7"-1

mod K—W where 7n_1 is the fundamental nonbounding cycle of K

since 7Ï-1 is the part of 7"-1 on 2m and WH\(K — K') =0. By Lemma 2

we have 7"-1~0 on M, hence ~0 mod M — W, but 2a-1~/7Ï_1

~/7n-1~0 mod M— W. Also z"-1'~z1~1'~zn_1 mod M— W; therefore

zn~l~0 mod M— W and pn-i(M, x) =0. Combining previous results

with this gives pr(M, x) =0 for all xEK and all r = 0, 1, • • -, ».

Since A is an open subset of an w-gcm, it is a noncompact »-gm;

hence, by Theorem 2 of [l], M is an »-gm with boundary K. It

remains to show that M is orientable. To this end consider the

fundamental nonbounding »-cycle yn of 5. It was shown in Lemma 2

that a cycle z" mod K on M exists such that z"~7n mod N on 5.

Suppose z" were ~ mod K to zn, a cycle mod Zona proper closed

subset Mi of M. Since A=M, A<X.MU and M¿JN = Si is a proper

closed subset of S. Let ¿7= the nonempty open set 5 — Si. Since TV,

K, Mi are all CS— U, we have yn~zn'-~zn~0 mod S—U contrary to

Lemma 3.6 on p. 214 of (2). Thus z" is not ~ mod K to a cycle on

any proper closed subset of M ; therefore M is orientable. Of course

the same argument shows that N is also an orientable «-gm with

boundary K.
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Corollary 1.1. If Sisa connected orientable n-gcm, such that pn~1(S)

= 0, and K ES is a connected (n-l)-gcm, then S — K=AVJB separate

and AVJK, B\JK are each orientable n-gms with common boundary K.

Proof. Theorem 3.1 on p. 294 of [2] (the generalized Jordan-

Brouwer separation theorem) tells us that S — K = A\JB separate such

that K is the common boundary of A and B. The remainder of the

corollary now follows from the theorem.

Of course the hypothesis pn~1(S) =0 is necessary to insure the sepa-

ration of 5 — K as is seen by considering the torus, but one may ask

whether the fact that A and B are generalized manifolds with

boundary is dependent on that fact. The following two theorems and

their corollaries give a negative answer to that question.

Theorem 2. If S is a connected orientable n-gcm, and KES is an

(n — l)-gcm, then each component of K is either part of the boundary of

exactly one or exactly two components of S—K.

If S — K is connected, the conclusion follows immediately, so we

shall assume in what follows that S — K is disconnected. Let S — K

= U^4< where {At\ are the components of S — K and are all

open since 5 is lc. Clearly F(A{)EK for each i. Consider xEK.

Since pn— 1(K, x) = 1, we conclude by Theorem 1.5 on p. 292 of [2]

that there exist open sets P, Q, xEQEP, such that exactly one (aug-

mented) compact 0-cycle of Q — K is linearly independent with re-

spect to homology in P — K. By Theorems 11.10 on p. 143 and 3.3 on

p. 105 of [2], this implies that Q — K lies in exactly 2 components of

P — K. Since {(P — K)C\Ai} are multiwise separated, this implies

that at most 2 of the sets Ai meet Q. Suppose Ai and A2 meet Q;

hence Q-K= (A1C\Q)\J(A2r\Q) and since any REQ has the same

properties as Q, x is a limit point of Ai and ^42- Let 2m be the com-

ponent of KZ)x and suppose there exists a yG2vi which is not a limit

point of both Ai and ^42- Since Ki is a locally connected continuum,

there exists an arc from x to y and a last point z in that direction on

the arc that is a limit point of Ai and of ^42. Let zEQ'EP' where Q'

and P' are the open sets corresponding to z described above, i.e.,

R'-KEAX\JA2 where R' is any open set Dz, EQ'- Choose tEQ'

and on the subarc from z to y. Clearly all open sets S'Z)t, S'EQ'

have the property that S'-K = (Air\S')[U(A2r\S') and t is a limit

point of ^4i and of ^42 contrary to the assumption that z was the last

such point. Thus every point of 2m is a limit point of Ai and of A2.

It also follows from this that if x is a limit point of just ^4i, for

example, then all points of 2m are limit points of just Ai. These two

facts imply the conclusion.
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Theorem 3. If S is a perfectly normal, connected orientable n-gcm,

and KES is an (n-l)-gcm such that S — K is disconnected, then the

closure of each component of S — K is an orientable n-gm with a

boundary consisting of some of the components of K.

Proof. Let 5—2C = IL4¿ where {Ai} are the components oí S—K.

As stated in the proof of Theorem 2, these components are all open

and, therefore, multiwise separate. Let K' = A\f~\ closure of \JAi

(Í9*í). K'EKsince closure of IU< (i9éí)f\A1 = 0 = AiiMJAt (Í9*í);

in particular each point of K' is a limit point of Ai. Furthermore by

the proof of the preceding theorem, there exists for each xEK' an

open set Q such that Q-K = (Air\Q)\J(Ajf\Q), Í9*j, or Q-K
= Ai(~\Q. The latter case is impossible since each point of K' is a

limit point of IL4¿ (Í9*í) ES—Ai; therefore, by Theorem 2 each

point of K' is on the boundary of exactly two components of S — K,

one of which is Ai. Now suppose KT\Ki9*0 where 2m is a component

of K; hence by Theorem 2 all of Kx is on the boundary of exactly

2^4,'s, Ai and some A¡,J9*\. Thus KiEAi^ÄjEK', and we see that

K' consists of several of the components of K and is, therefore, it-

self an «-gem. Since 5-K' = (Ii-K')VJ(closure of IL4< (Í9*\)-K')

separate, we conclude by Theorem 1 that A i is an «-gm with boundary

K'.

Corollary 3.1. 2/ 5 is a perfectly normal connected orientable n-gcm

and KES is an (n — \)-gcm, then S—K has only a finite number of

components.

Proof. By the proof of Theorem 3 each of the components of K is

on the boundary of at most 2 components and the boundary of each

component lies in K. Since the number of components of K is finite,

it follows that the same holds for S — K.

Corollary 3.2. If S is a perfectly normal connected orientable n-gcm

and KES is an (n-t)-gcm, such that S — K=A*UB separate, then

A and B are orientable n-gms with boundaries Ka and Kb each of

which is a union of components of K.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 3 can be used to show that AC\B

is an (« — l)-submanifold of K. Now the result follows from Theorem

1 with ÂriB taking the place of K in the statement of that theorem.

On p. 296 of [2], Wilder has stated the following converse of the

Jordan-Brouwer separation theorem: "If K is an (« —1)-dimensional

closed subset of a connected orientable «-gem 5 such that pn~1(S) =0

and S — K is the union of exactly 2 r-ulc (r = 0, 1, ••-,« —2)

domains of which K is the common boundary, then K is a connected
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orientable (« —l)-gcm. In the preceding theorems, we saw that the

hypothesis pn~l (S) =0 was essentially unnecessary and we naturally

ask again the question as to whether that hypothesis can be elim-

inated. It turns out that £"-1(S)=0 can be omitted, but that K

need not be connected in that case. It is also not necessary to assume

that A and B are domains. This result is embodied in Theorem 5.

Before proving this theorem we first prove a generalization of part of

the Alexander type duality theorem, which does not use the hy-

pothesis p"~1(S) = 0. Without this hypothesis, we can of course obtain

only inequalities.

Theorem 4. If S is a connected orientable n-gcm and K is a closed

subset of S, such that S — K has m components (m can equal » ), then

m-\-¿pn-l(K)-¿(m-\)+pn-l(S). (If pn~l(S) =0, this reduces to the

ordinary Alexander type duality theorem between the (n — 1)-dimensional

Betti number of K and the 0-dimensional Betti number of S — K.)

Proof. The first inequality m — \^pn~1(K) is the conclusion of

Corollary 3.3 on p. 213 of [2]. In particular if m= «, then pn~x(K)

= (m — l)+pn~l(S) = a> ; therefore, we shall consider only the case

where m is finite. Let d, i=l, • • • , m, be the component of S — K.

Each d is open since 5 is 0-lc; therefore, the boundary F(Ci) of each

Ci is EK.
We now show that each C< satisfies property D with respect to

F(Ci); i.e. every »-cycle mod F(Ci) on a proper closed subset of Ct-

is ~0 mod F(Ci). To this end let zn be a cycle mod F(Ci) on the proper

closed subset C of C,-. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6 on pp. 205-206 of

[2], there exists a minimal closed set F, C'Z)FZ)F(Ci), such that

zn'~0 mod F and F is a carrier of zn. Suppose F<£.F(Ci); then there

exists a point xECi on the boundary of F with respect to C¿, since

Ci is connected. Let P be an open set Z)x such that PECí; then there

exists an open set Q such that xEQEP and such that there is only

one «-cycle mod S — P linearly independent with respect to homolo-

gies mod S — Q. The fundamental nonbounding cycle yn of S is of

course such a cycle. However, z" cannot be linearly dependent on yn

mod 5—Ç since for any open set 2? C<2^ (5—F), wehavez"~0 mod 5

— R, but 7" cannot have this property by Lemma 3.6 on p. 214 of

[2]. We, therefore, conclude that z"-~0 mod S—Q, which implies z"

lies on (S — Q) H* F (if only an «-dimensional cofinal family of cover-

ings of S is considered). This contradicts the fact that F was minimal

with respect to the property zn~0 mod F; therefore, FEF(Ci) and

s"~0 mod F(Ci).
It also follows from the proof of Theorem 5 of [l ] that for any set M
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with property D relative to K, pn(M, 2sT) gl; thus pn(&, F(Ci)) £1.

Now if y" is the fundamental nonbounding cycle of S, then by Lemma

1.15 on p. 204 of [2], we have 7"~X™ i 7? mod K on S where 7? is a

cycle on C¿ mod F(Ci) for each i. Finally y" is not ~0 mod F(Ci) on

Ci for any i; for suppose the contrary for * = 1, then yn<^ XX2 7?

(or 0 if m = l)mod K and hence 7"'~0 mod S—Ci contrary to Lemma

3.6 on p. 214 of [2]. This shows that pn(Cu F(Ci))=\ for each i.

We shall use the above facts to show that any zn_1 on K^O on

M is linearly dependent on the cycles 7B_1 =^7" on K. Consider such

a zn_1; then there exists a cycle z" on S mod K such that dzn~zn~l

on K. By Lemma 1.15 on p. 204 of [2], zn~2~lZi % mod K on 5

where zn is a cycle on C,- mod F(Ci) for each ¿. By the above we have

z"~/< 7? mod F(Ci) EK where for each i, /< is an element of the coeffi-

cient group. By Lemma 1.2 on p. 200 of [2], this implies that dzn

~/id7B==/»7B-1; therefore by a second application of this lemma

z«-i~dz«~ £?_, <3z"~ 2Zti /.7""1 on 2C.

Actually zn_1 is linearly dependent on the cycles y"~1,i = 2, • • • , m.

For Ô( 2ZT.1 7?) = Uli it1 and 7n~ £T-i 7? mod 2Í; hence 0 = 37"
~XXi 7?"1 on 2C by Lemma 1.2 on p. 200 of [2] or 7Ï-1
-2ZT.2 7"-1 on K.

The cycles 7?-1, i = 2, • ■ • , m, on K may form a generating system

for all cycles of K; if not there exists a cycle ym~+\ that cannot be

expressed as a linear combination of the 7?"1, i = 2, • ■ • , m. Again

the 7?" , t = 2, • • • , m + \, might form a generating system or there

might be a cycle 7^+2 independent of these, etc. Since S is lcn, we

know that pn~1(S) has some finite value i. From this we can conclude

that the above sequence of alternatives must result in the first alterna-

tive in a finite number of steps. For suppose in the above argument

we arrive at a 7n_1, i = 2, • ■ ■ , m+s, that do not form a generating

system for cycles of K; then there exists a cycle ym+l+i on K inde-

pendent of the other y1~l on K. However the cycles 7",+\> ' * " 1

7",+j+i are linearly dependent in S since pn~1(S) =s; therefore there

exists a linear combination ]C<K»+i/i7"~1~0 on 5 where not all the

/, = 0. By the preceding argument this implies the existence of a

homology XX+m+l /.7"_1~ XX2 /<7"_1 on K, but the assumption
that noy"-1 (i — m + 1, • • • , m+i+1) is dependent on the preceding

7?_1 yields fm+s+i = • ■ • =/m+i = 0, which is a contradiction. Thus

p»-t(K)£(m-l)+s.

We obtain immediately the following corollary.

Corollary 4.1. If S is a connected orientable n-gcm and K a closed

subset, such that pn-1(K)>pn-1(S), then K separates S.
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An immediate consequence of this corollary and previous theorems

is the following natural generalization of the Jordan-Brouwer separa-

tion theorem.

Theorem 5. If S is a perfectly normal connected orientable n-gcm

and KES is an (n-l)-gcm such that pn~1(K)>p"-1(S), then K sepa-

rates S into a finite number of components and if S — K is expressed as

A \JB separate, then A and B are each orientable n-gms with a common

boundary that is an (n — l)-sub-gcm of K.

Theorem 6. If K is a (n-l)-dim subset of the perfectly normal con-

nected orientable n-gcm S such that S—K=AVJB separate, A and B

are each r-ulc (r = 0, 1, • • • , n — 2), and K is the common boundary of

A and of B, then K is an orientable (n-l)-gcm.

Proof. By Lemma 2, K carries an (« —l)-cycle 7n_1 that is

not ~ toa cycle on any proper closed subset of K. Thus if K is an

(« —l)-gcm it is orientable.

We shall show that A and B each have only a finite number of

components. To this end we note by Corollary 2.6 on p. 293 of [2]

that each point xES — A has the property that if P is an open set

with xEP, there exists an open set Q, xEQEP, such that every

compact 0-cycle on QC\A is ~0 in ?H4. By 11.10 on p. 143 of [2],

this implies that only one component of P(~\A meets Q!~\A. Now

choose one point in each component of A ; if their number is infinite,

a subsequence will converge to a point xEKES — A. These com-

ponents are all open and disjoint and infinitely many intersect Q.

Since no two intersecting Q can lie in the same component of P, we

have a contradiction, and we conclude that A, and similarly 25, and

hence also AVJB = S — K, each have only a finite number of com-

ponents.

We conclude from Theorem 4 that pn_1(K) is finite. We shall

show that the number of components of K is also finite, for if not

then K can be written as KiUK2yJ ■ • ■ VJKm+, where the Ki are

disjoint closed sets, m = the number of components of S — K, and

s = pn~1(K). Now consider the cycle y"-1 described in the first para-

graph of the proof. By Lemma 1.15 on p. 204 of [2], yn~ £&' 7?"1

on K where y"'1 is a cycle on Ki lor each i. No y"-1 is <~0 on K, for

7"-1 would then be ~ to a cycle on a proper closed subset of K.

Since the sets Ki are closed and disjoint, this implies that the yn_1

are linearly independent on K, contrary to pn~l(K) g(m — l)+i.

Furthermore the above argument can be used to show that no com-

ponent of K is degenerate.
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By Theorem 2.13 on p. 294 of [2], S-K is («-l)-ulc. This to-

gether with the hypothesis that A and B are each r-ulc, f = 1, • • • ,

« — 2, tells us that S — K is r-ulc, r = l, • • • , « — 1. (This assumes

« > 1 ; but the theorem is trivial if « = 1, for then K would be a finite

number of points from what we have already proved.) The remainder

of the proof follows exactly as the last two paragraphs of Wilder's

proof of the corresponding theorem where pn~1(S) is assumed to be 0

(pp. 295-296 of [2]).

Corollary 6.1. 2/ 5 is a perfectly normal connected, orientable n-gcm

and K is an (n — i)-dimensional closed subset of S, such that S — K

= A\JB separate, where A and B are r-ulc, r = 0, 1, • • • ,« — 2, and K

is the common boundary of A and B, then AKJK and B\JK are each

orientable n-gms with boundary K.

Proof. By Theorem 6, K is an orientable (« —l)-gm and the con-

clusion follows from Theorem 1.

We now consider hypotheses under which the closure of an open

subset of an orientable «-gem S is an orientable «-gm with boundary.

These theorems correspond to Wilder's theorems on the boundary of

uniformly locally connected subsets of a manifold. Again most of

Wilder's theorems include the hypothesis pn~1(S) =0. We shall show

that these theorems can also be generalized to the case pn~1(S) 9*0 if

certain other changes are made in the hypotheses, where as before

the connectedness of the boundary is not concluded.

Theorem 7. If S is a perfectly normal connected orientable n-gcm

and A ES is an open ulcn~l subset, whose boundary K is (n — ̂ -dimen-

sional, then A is an orientable (n — I)-gem with boundary K.

Proof. By Theorem 5.19 on p. 303 of [2], B = S-1 is also ule""1

and by Lemma 6.3 on p. 305 of [2] K is also the boundary of B. The

conclusion now follows from Corollary 6.1.

Theorem 8. If S is a perfectly normal connected orientable n-gcm and

A ES is an open ulcn~2 subset, whose boundary K is (n — 1)-dimensional

and has a finite number of components, then A is an orientable n-gm

whose boundary K' is an (n-l)-sub-gcm of K.

Proof. By Theorem_2.13 on p. 294 of [2], S-K is («-l)-ulc;

hence A and B = S—A are also both (« —l)-ulc. Using this and

Theorem 5.19 on p. 303 of [2], we conclude that A and B are ulcn_1.

Let K'EK he the boundary of B, then A' = S-BEA is also ule""1

and, by Theorem 7, A' = A is an «-gm with boundary K'.
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THE BEHAVIOR AT ZERO OF THE CHARACTERISTIC
FUNCTION OF A RANDOM VARIABLE

M. ROSENBLATT1

The weak laws of probability theory dealing with the asymptotic

behavior of normed sums of independent and identically distributed

random variables can often be rephrased to relate the behavior at zero

of the characteristic function of a random variable to the behavior of

the distribution function of the random variable at infinity. A few

simple theorems of this type are here obtained.

Let X be a random variable with distribution function F(x) and

characteristic function <p(z)=f1„eUxdF(x). Let a(u) be a strictly in-

creasing positive function defined for u>0 that diverges to <» as

M—>=o. arl(u) will denote the inverse function of a(u). The following

theorems will be proved :

Theorem 1. If

a(u + 1)
(1) —- <K foru^l

a(u)

and

(2) -T^fa(n)1 J i

1 a(n)     xdx n
-è K,     -

i(n)2 J i a~x(x) a(n)2

for some constant K, then

l-<t>(z) = o( ) atz = 0
Xa-^l/z)/

if and only if
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